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CHAPTERR 5 
Biochimicaa et Biophysica, 1999. Vol. 1444. 355-370 

THETHE EFFECT OF TEMPLATE RNA STRUCTURE 

ONON ELONGATION BYHIV-1 REVERSE 

TRANSCRIPTASE TRANSCRIPTASE 

BiancaBianca I.E. Klasenx. Hendrik T. Huthoff, Atze T. Das. Rienk E. Jeeninga and Ben Berkhout 
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ABSTRACT T 

Reversee transcription of the RNA genome of retroviruses has to proceed through 

somee highly structured regions of the template. The RNA genome of the human 

immunodeficiencyy virus type I (HIV-1) contains two hairpin structures within the 

repeatt (R) region at the 5' end of the viral RNA (Fig. 31). These structures, the TAR 

andd polyA hairpins, fulfi l important functions in the viral life cycle. We analyzed the 

inin vitro elongation properties of the HIV-1 reverse transcriptase (RT) enzyme on the 

wild-typee RNA template and mutants thereof with either a stabilized or a destabilized 

polyAA hairpin. Stable RNA structure was found to interfere with efficient elongation 

off  the RT enzyme, as judged by the appearance of pause cDNA products. A direct 

relationn was measured between the stability of template RNA structure and the extent 

off  RT pausing. However, the position of structure-induced pause sites is rather 

diverse,, with significant stops at a position approximately 6 nt ahead of the basepaired 

stemm of the TAR and polyA hairpins. This suggests that the RT enzyme is stalled 

whenn its most forward domain contacts the RNA duplex. Addition of the viral 

nucleocapsidd protein (NC) to the in vitro assay was found to overcome such structure-

inducedd RT stops. These results indicate that the RT polymerase has problems 

penetratingg regions of the template with stable RNA structure. This effect was more 

pronouncedd at high Mg2+ concentrations, which is known to stabilize RNA secondary 

structure.. Such a structure-induced defect was not apparent in reverse transcription 

assayss performed in virus-infected cells, which is either caused by the NC protein or 

otherr components of the virion particle. Thus, retroviruses can use relatively stable 

RNAA structures to control different steps in the viral life cycle without interfering with 

thee process of reverse transcription 

INTRODUCTIO N N 

Thee human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) has a complex RNA genome of 9 

kbb that encodes at least nine viral proteins. In addition, the HIV-1 genome contains 

severall  RNA signals that control distinct steps in the viral life cycle. For instance, the 
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TARR element at the extreme 5' end of viral transcripts is involved in transcriptional 

regulation,, and the RRE motif that overlaps the env gene is involved in RNA nuclear 

exportt and splicing 21\ Many additional signals are encoded within the genome to 

coordinatee viral gene expression and processes like RNA packaging, dimerization and 

reversee transcription. Many of these RNA signals adopt specific secondary structure 

and/orr higher-order tertiary structures that are required for function. In most cases, the 

RNAA structures function through binding of a regulatory protein of viral or cellular 

origin.. For instance, the TAR hairpin and RRE motifs form the binding sites for the 

virall  tat and rev protein, respectively 

Thee presence of multiple relatively stable RNA structures in the HIV-1 

genomee may impose special requirements on the mechanism of reverse transcription 

andd the processivity of the reverse transcriptase (RT) enzyme. Reverse transcription is 

initiatedd from a tRNAlys3 primer that is bound to the primer binding site (PBS) in the 

untranslatedd leader of HIV-1 RNA. In fact, there is some evidence that initiation of 

reversee transcription is also controlled by specific RNA structures and structural 

rearrangementss ,45;215. Once reverse transcription is started, two relatively stable 

hairpinn structures will be encountered in the 5' R region of the template, the TAR and 

polyAA hairpins (Fig. 31). The TAR RNA hairpin is supported by a wealth of 

biochemicall  data (RNA structure probing), phylogenetic evidence (comparison of 

differentt virus isolates) and replication studies with mutant viruses (reviewed in ~ ), 

butt there is also accumulating evidence for an essential function of the polyA hairpin 

inn the viral life cycle ,,7;128;171. For instance, opening of the polyA hairpin yields 

poorlyy replicating viruses that revert by acquisition of additional mutations that 

restoree basepairing of the stem ll8. This hairpin encodes the AAUAA A hexamerthat 

iss involved in polyadenylation at the 3' R region and the activity of this 

polyadenylationn signal is reduced by further stabilization of the polyA hairpin 

whichh was subsequently demonstrated to be caused by inaccessibility of the 

AAUAA AA signal for binding of polyadenylation factors 2!6. Furthermore, the wild-

typee polyA hairpin is also partially repressive, and this RNA structure was 

demonstratedd to be instrumental in repression of polyadenylation in the 5' R 
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Figuree 31. Template RNA structure of the HIV-1 R region and the position of reverse 

transcriptionn pause sites. The HIV-1 R region (nucleotides - 1/97) encodes two stable RNA 

structures,, the TAR and poyA hairpins " . The latter hairpin contains the AAUAA A hexamer motif 

(markedd by a box) that is involved in polyadenyiation. The lower panel shows the predicted structures 

off  the wild-type and two mutant forms of the poly A hairpin that were used in this study. Nucleotide 

subsiitutionss are boxed, deletions are indicated by A. The thermodynamic stability (free energy of AG. 

inn kcal/mol) was calculated according to the Zuker algorithm 167. The TAR hairpin has a AG of-24.8 
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kcall  mol. Minus-strand DNA synthesis on these templates was initiated by a DNA primer annealed to 

thee downstream PBS. The position of reverse transcription pause sites observed in this study are 

summarized.. All numbers refer to nucleotide positions on the wild-type HIV-1 transcript. Filled arrows 

representt stops observed on the wild-type template, and open arrows mark the pause sites that are 

specificc for the structured A-mutant template. The sizes of the arrows correspond to the relative 

frequencyy of pausing. Littl e pausing was observed on the B-mutant template with the destabilized 

polyAA hairpin. 

Stablee RNA structure in a retroviral genome can also interfere with elongation 

off  reverse transcription, as was reported in a few in vitro studies with a variety of 

structuredd RNA templates 217"220. This idea was further tested in this study by means 

off  in vitro reverse transcription assays with the wild-type and mutant HIV-1 RNA 

templatess and in vivo by means of infection studies. Reverse transcription in vivo 

takess place on an RNA template that is entirely coated by the viral nucleocapsid (NC) 

protein.. This protein has been shown to have RNA chaperone activity, thereby 

stimulatingg both nucleic acid melting and annealing reactions " """ . The effect of NC 

proteinn on RNA structure-induced pausing of the reverse transcriptase enzyme is not 

clear,, as conflicting results have been reported 2,7:2,R. We therefore also analyzed the 

effectt of this protein on reverse transcription on RNA templates with a polyA hairpin 

off  variable thermodynamic stability. 

MATERIAL SS AND METHOD S 

Synthesiss of HIV- 1 RNA templates. To study the influence of thermodynamic 

stabilityy of the polyA hairpin on reverse transcription, mutations were introduced into 

thiss stem-loop structure as described previously 171. All nucleotide positions refer to 

thee transcript of the H1V-LAI isolate, with +1 being the transcription start site and 

alsoo the first nucleotide of the R region. The wild-type and mutant pBlue-5'LTR 

plasmidss were purified by cesium chloride density gradient centrifugation and the 

leaderr region of the HIV-1 genome was amplified by the polymerase chain reaction 

(PCR)) (5 min 95°C; 25 cycles of 1 min 95°C, 1 min 55°C, 2 min 72°C; followed by 10 
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minn 72°C; 10 min 4°C) with the oligodeoxyribonucleotides T7-2 (51-

CTAATACGACTCACTATAGGGTCTCTCTGGTTAGACCAG-3'̂̂  and ADSD (5'-

CATGGATCCAGTCGCCTCCCCTCGCCTC-3').. The sense primer T7-2 contains 

thee T7 RNA polymerase promoter sequence (underlined) to allow run-off 

transcriptionn of the +1/290 HIV-I RNA template. The PCR used to generate the 

acceptorr RNA template (-54/97) will be described elsewhere (in preparation). 

Transcriptionn was carried out with 0.5 jig of the PCR product in 50 ul transcription 

bufferr (40 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 2 mM spermidine, 10 mM DTT, 12 mM MgCl2) 

withh 20 units RNasin, 50 units of T7 RNA polymerase and 150 nmol of each 

ribonucleotide.. The reaction mixture was incubated for 4 h at 37°C. The samples were 

treatedd with RNase-free DNase and subsequently extracted once with phenol/chloro-

form/isoamylalcoholl  (25:24:1) and once with chloroform/isoamylalcohol (24:1), and 

precipitatedd with 2.5 volumes of 96% ethanol and 0.1 volume 3 M sodium acetate pH 

5.2.. The RNA was dissolved in 25 ul renaturation buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 

1000 mM NaCl), heated for 2 min at 85°C and slowly cooled to room temperature. The 

transcriptss were analyzed on agarose gels, quantitated by means of UV spectroscopy 

andd the RNA concentration was fine-tuned by means of quantitative reverse 

transcriptionn assays with a primer complementary to the TAR-region (a-TAR; 5'-

GTTCCCTAGTTAGCCAGAGAGCTCCCAGGC-31). . 

Reversee transcription assays. The DNA primer lys21 (2.9 pmol) was annealed to the 

RNAA template (0.014 pmol) in 12 ul annealing buffer (83 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 125 

mMM KC1) by heating for 2 min at 85ÜC and subsequent gradual cooling to room 

temperature.. The primer lys21 (5'-CAAGTCCCTGTTCGGGCGCCA-3') is 

complementaryy to position 182/202 of the HIV-1 genome, which constitutes the 18-nt 

PBSS and 3 downstream nt. Reverse transcription on the template-primer hybrid was 

initiatedd by addition of 12 ul of 2 x RT-buffer containing 6 mM MgCb, 20 mM DTT, 

0.55 pmol of HIV-1 p66/p66 RT (2.5 units), 12 pmol of HIV-1 NCp7, dGTP; dATP; 

dTTP;; each at 20 uM, dCTP at 10 uM and 0.3 ul of [«-32P]dCTP (10 mCi/ml), The 

finalfinal reaction mixture (24 u.1 end volume; 44 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 3 mM MgCh, 10 

mMM DTT, 62.5 mM KC1, 20 mM NaCl) was incubated at 37°C for 1 h. Reactions 

weree terminated with 1 ul of 0.5 M EDTA pH 8.0. The cDNA products were ethanol 

precipitatedd and resuspended in formamide loading buffer and heated for 2 min at 
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85°C.. Samples were analyzed on a denaturing 6% po ly aery lam ide/urea sequencing 

gel.. The length of the partial reverse transcription products was determined by 

comparisonn with a S-labeled sequence reaction on the HIV-1 plasmid with the same 

lys211 primer. Sequencing was performed according to the Sequenase kit 2.0 

(Amersham). . 

Reversee transcription was also initiated by the natural tRNAlys3 primer as 

describedd previously 224. In brief, we used 1.5 ug calf liver tRNA (Boehringer 

Mannheim)) per assay and the annealing and extension was performed as described 

abovee for DNA primers, except that we used another RT enzyme (United States 

Biochemical)) that turned out to be superior in tRNA-priming assays. The tRNA-

cDNAA products were subsequently incubated in 0.45 M NaOH for 20 min at 55°C 225, 

andd the samples were subsequently neutralized with HO, EtOH-precipitated, and 

resuspendedd in formamide loading buffer. 

Thee reaction temperature, the Mg2+ concentration, and the incubation time 

weree varied in some experiments. Time-course experiments were initiated in a 7 x 

reactionn volume (168 ul) and samples of 24 u.1 were taken at different times. Reverse 

transcriptionn was tested in the absence and presence of varying amounts of the NCp7 

proteinn (MN isolate, obtained from Dr. Louis Henderson, National Cancer Institute, 

USA).. To calculate the level of coating, binding of 1 NC protein per 7 nt of the 

templatee RNA was assumed " . In the time-course experiment, we added a second 

RNAA template (position -54/97) that mimics the U3-R region at the 3' end of HIV-1 

genomicc RNA, including a short polyA tail. The cDNA strand formed on the initial 

templatee can anneal to this second RNA in the so-called strand transfer reaction, and 

iss subsequently extended by 54 nt. Details of this strand transfer assay are described 

elsewhere e 

Mutantt  HIV- 1 virions and infection assays. The construction of HIV-1 LAI 

molecularr clones with mutations in the polyA hairpin was described previously 1?1. 

Thee A or B mutant sequence was introduced in the 5' R region of the pLAI-R37 

plasmid,, which contains a truncated 3' R region of only 37 nt. Infection and reverse 

transcriptionn assays were performed as described . In brief, virus stocks were 

preparedd by calcium phosphate transfection of C33A human cervix carcinoma cells. 

Thee supernatant was harvested after 3 days, filtered through a 0.45-u.m-pore-size filter 
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(Schleicherr and Schueli), and treated with DNase I (50 U per ml and 10 mM MgCb at 

37°CC for 1 h). The SupTl T cell line (8 x 106 cells in 5 ml medium) was incubated for 

11 h at 37°C with equal amounts of C33A-produced virus (normalized by CA-p24 

level,, approximately 250 ng). Viruses were removed by extensive washing and cells 

weree either harvested directly (1 h sample) or cultured at 37UC. Subsequent cell 

sampless were taken at 2, 3, 4 and 20 h, and pelleted. Cells were resuspended in 100 ul 

lysiss buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA, 0.5% Tween-20) and incubated 

withh proteinase K (200 |ig per ml, 30 min at 56°C and 10 min at 95°C). Reverse 

trancriptionn products formed after the second strand transfer were identified by PCR 

withh a 5'-primer identical to the U5 region (5'Sau3A-B, position 131/149) and a 3'-

primerr complementary to the gag gene (ADAUG, position 442/463). PCR products 

weree analyzed on a Southern blot that was incubated with a 32P-labeled HIV-1 probe 

(positionn -454/381), Hybridization signals were quantitated by Phosphorlmager 

analysiss (Molecular Dynamics). To calculate the relative reverse transcription 

efficiency,, the amount of cDNA synthesis was corrected for the amount of genomic 

RNAA present in the virion particles. This virion RNA content was determined as 

describedd 171. 

RESULTS S 

RTT pausing correlates with stable RNA secondary structure in the template. The 

HIV-11 leader RNA contains two relatively stable stem-loop structures, the TAR and 

polyAA hairpins (Fig. 31). To determine whether stable RNA structure triggers RT 

pausing,, we performed reverse transcription assays on in vitro produced HIV-1 RNA 

templatess (+1/290) with either the wild-type polyA hairpin, the stabilized mutant A or 

thee destabilized stem-loop B (Fig. 31). A DNA primer was annealed to the PBS on 

thesee templates and extended by addition of dNTPs and HIV-1 RT enzyme. For the 

wild-typee template, reverse transcription up to position +1 will yield a cDNA product 

off  202 nt, the so-called minus-strand strong stop cDNA or ssDNA. 
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Figuree 32. The effect of H1V-1 NC protein on RT pausing. Elongation by the RT enzyme was 

monitoredd on RNA templates with the wild-type or mutant poly A hairpin (indiealed on top of the 

panel).. Reactions were performed as described in section 2 and were analyzed on a denaturing gel. 

Arrowss indicate the pausing product (filled, wild-type; open. A-mutant). Reverse transcription was 

carriedd out in the absence of NC (lanes 1. 6 and 11). and with NC at increasing concentrations: 20 nM 

(laness 2. 7 and 12; 5% template coating), 0.1 uM (lanes 3. 8 and 13; 25% coating). 0.5 uM (lanes 4, 9 

andd 14: 125% coating) and 1.0 uM (lanes 5. 10 and 15; 250% coating). Note that the prevalence of 

pausingg products diminished at increasing concentrations of NC protein. 

Indeed,, a major cDNA product of this length was produced (Fig. 32, lane 1). In 

addition,, several shorter cDNAs were detected that results from RT pausing. To 

accuratelyy determine the position of RT pausing, a sequence reaction primed by the 

samee DNA oligo was analyzed in parallel (not shown). Major pausing on the wild-

typee template was found to occur within the stem of the polyA hairpin (position 93) 

andd near the base of the TAR stem (position 64, 58, 52). These pause sites are 

summarizedd in Fig. 31 (filled arrows; the size of these symbols correlates with the 

pausingg intensity). 
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Reversee transcription on the mutant templates A and B yielded different 

pausingg patterns. Pausing was markedly increased on template A with the stabilized 

hairpinn (Fig. 32, lane 6). Please note that the deletion of two nucleotides in the A 

mutantt hairpin causes a minor shift in the gel migration of some cDNA products 

(cDNAss extended beyond the two bulges positions are 2 nt shorter that their wild-type 

counter-part).. Nevertheless, wc will refer to all pause sites based on the corresponding 

nucleotidee position in the wild-type HIV-1 sequence. For the A mutant template, 

pausingg within the polyA hairpin at position 93 was dramatically elevated compared 

withh the wild-type template, and new pause sites were induced at positions 94 and 

110,, These stops are indicated in Fig. 31 (open arrows). Reverse transcription on 

templatee B, in which the hairpin was destabilized, did not result in significant pausing 

att position 93 (Fig. 32, lane 11). In addition, template B displayed decreased pausing 

att the sites near the TAR-polyA junction (positions 64, 58, 52). A more quantitative 

analysiss of these reverse transcription products will be discussed below (see, e.g., Fig. 

34,, upper panel). Pausing was found to decrease in the order; A mutant > wild-type > 

BB mutant, which parallels the order of hairpin thermodynamic stability (_G in 

kcal/mol);; -25.7 (A) < -15.3 (wild-type) < -11.4 (B). Thus, RT has difficulty using 

hairpinn structures as template in vitro, and the extent of RT pausing is directly related 

too the stability of structured regions in the RNA template. 

Similarr pausing products were obtained in assays with different HIV-1 RT 

enzymee preparations (not shown), including recombinant GST-RT protein, both 

heterodimericc p55-p6I and homodimeric p66-p66 forms, and an RNaseH-inactive 

HIV-11 RT mutant. The latter result suggests that the RNaseH activity of the RT 

enzymee does not influence the effect of template RNA structure on RT pausing, 

whichh is consistent with a recent study 218. We also tested a set of GST-RT proteins 

withh a single amino acid change at position 184 within the catalytic core that causes 

resistancee to the 3TC nucleoside drug (Metl84Val, Metl84Ile and Metl84Thr)22S. 

Thesee mutants have been demonstrated to exhibit reduced processivity of some 

templatess 239, but they demonstrated an identical pausing pattern on the HIV-1 RNA 

templatee (not shown). Furthermore, we measured similar RNA structure-induced 

pausess with the RT enzymes of Moloney murine leukemia virus (MoMuLV) and 

aviann myeloblastosis virus (AMV) (not shown). These combined results indicate that 

thee reverse transcription stops observed in this study are not specific for the 
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combinationn of HIV-1 RNA template and HIV-1 RT enzyme, but rather a more 

generall  phenomenon of reverse transcription on structured templates. 

NCC protein reduces RT-pausing at stable structures of the template RNA. The 

NCC protein is thought to influence nucleic acid structure. Hence, it may be expected 

thatt NC wil l reduce structure-induced stops during reverse transcription. We therefore 

performedd reverse transcription assays on the 3 templates in the presence of 

increasingg amounts of NC protein (Fig. 32). The NC concentration ranged from 20 

nMM to 1 uM (it was calculated that complete coating of the RNA was reached at 0.4 

pM).. The absolute level of ssDNA synthesis was reduced by adding NC to the wild-

typee and B templates, whereas this level remained relatively constant with the 

stabilizedd A template (Fig. 33). Such an inhibitory effect of NC on reverse 

transcriptionn was observed previously ~' , and is presumably caused by reduced 

bindingg of the RT enzyme to the NC-coatcd RNA template. 
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Figuree 33. Quantitative analysis of the amount of minus-strand strong stop (ss)DNA produced on 

ihee wild-type and mutant templates as a function of NC concentration. The ssDNA levels were 

derivedd from the sequencing gel presented in Fig. 32 (band marked - l). Addition of NC reduced the 

amountt of ssDNA synthesized on the wild-type and B mutant templates, but a low, stable level was 

reachedd in the presence of excess NC protein. In contrast. ssDNA synthesis on the A mutant template is 

relativelyy unaffected by NC protein (see text). 
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Moree importantly, the pattern of paused versus extended products was significantly 

shiftedd towards full-length cDNAs in the presence of NC for the wild-type and A-

inutantt templates (Fig. 34). Thus, we measured an increase in the processivity of the 

RTT enzyme on structured RNA templates in the presence of NC. The reduction of 

pausingg depended on the dosage of NC protein and cDNA synthesis was most 

processivee in the presence of excess NC protein (250% coating). The amount of 

prematurelyy stopped DNAs relative to ssDNA was reduced on average approximately 

twofoldd at high levels of NC, but pausing was rescued up to tenfold at some sites (e.g. 

positionn 110 for the A mutant). Thus, template A benefited most from this 

processivityy enhancing effect of NC, which explains why the absolute level of reverse 

transcriptionn on this structured RNA was relatively unaffected (Fig. 33). 

wild-typee A mutant B mutant 

-NCC  ass  a 1 S - ass 8 

+NC C 

Figuree 34. Quantitative Phosphorlmager  analysis of the sequencing gel presented in Fig. 32. 

Shownn arc the intensities of pausing products (indicated by arrows) relative to the ssDNA (+1) on the 

threee templates in the absence of NC (upper panel) or the presence of NC (lower panel; 1.0 uM). 
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Too investigate pausing at structured sites of the RNA template in more detail, 

reversee transcription on the wild-type and A template was analyzed at different 

temperaturess (32"C. 37"C, 47°C) in the absence or presence of NC protein. We 

reasonedd that elevated temperature should destabilize RNA hairpins and thereby 

reducee pausing. Surprisingly, pausing on these templates was not reduced at elevated 

temperaturee (Fig. 35, lanes 4-6 and 10-12). It is possible that the processivity of the 

RTT enzyme is less efficient at 47°C, such that reverse transcription does not benefit 

fromm this approach to destabilize RNA structures. At all temperatures, NC protein 

stimulatedd elongation up to the end of the template (Fig. 35, lanes 1-3 and 7-9). 

However,, also in the presence of NC, increasing the temperature resulted in increased 

pausing. . 

wild-typee A mutant 

+NCC -NC +NC -NC 

)) 32 37 47 32 37 47 32 37 47 32 37 47 

52 2 
58 8 
64 4 ss

 m m <$=i  93/94 

110 0 

11 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

Figuree 35. The effect of temperature on RT pausing at stable hairpin structures. Pausing products 

onn the wild-type and mutant A templates are indicated by arrows and numbered as described in Fig. 31. 

Incubationn temperatures are indicated above each lane. The experiment was performed in the absence 

orr presence (1.0 uM) of NC as indicated on top of the panel. 



Modulationn of the RNA structure-induced RT stops by the Mg concentration. 

Ann important feature of the transfer RNA tertiary structure is its preferential 

stabilizationn by multivalent ions 23°. To test the effect of Mg"" ions on the HIV-1 

RNAA structure-induced RT pauses, we performed reverse transcription on the three 

RNAA templates at 0, 1, 3, 5, 10 and 20 mM Mg"" (Fig. 36). The reverse transcription 

bufferr used in the previous experiments contains 3 mM Mg"". No cDNA products 

weree detected in the absence of Mg"+, which is not surprising because this ion is 

criticall  for RT enzyme activity 231. We observed a gradual increase of the intensity of 

thee pause products compared with the full-length cDNA as a function of the Mg"" 

concentration.. The signals were quantitatcd by Phosphorlmager analysis, and for 

933 - *  m  <£=] 9 3 / 94 

< =  110 

11 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

Figuree 36. Increased RT pausing at template RNA structures at elevated Mg2+ concentrations. 

Reversee transcription was performed with the wild-type RNA (lanes 1 to 6), the A mutant (lanes 7 to 

12).. and the B template (lanes 13 to 18) at varying Mg:' concentrations (0. I. 3. 5. 10 and 20 mM). 

Pausingg products are indicated by arrows and numbered as described in Fig. 31. 
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subsequentt calculations we used the 3 mM and 10 mM Mg2 samples because the 

overalll  reverse transcription efficiency declined at lower and higher Mg'* 

concentration.. The amount of RT stops near the TAR-polyA junction (positions 52 

andd 64) relative to full-length ssDNA was increased approximately twofold by raising 

thee Mg2+ concentration from 3 mM to 10 mM. This effect was observed with all three 

RNAA templates. Interestingly, the stops induced by the stabilized polyA hairpin in the 

mutantt A template were even more Mg2+-responsive (Fig. 36, lanes 7-12). The 

relativee intensity of the stop at position 93/94 was increased more than fivefold, and 

thee 'early' stop at position 110 was increased more that ninefold. These results 

indicatee that the repressive effect of template RNA structure on the elongation of the 

RTT enzyme can be modulated by the Mg"' concentration. 

Thee cDNA pausing products are eventually chased into full-length ssDNA. To 

analyzee the precursor-product relationship of the paused cDNA products and the full-

lengthh ssDNA, we performed a kinetic analysis of reverse transcription on the wild-

typee template. In this assay, we added a second RNA template (-547+97) that mimics 

thee U3-R region of HIV-1 RNA. This second template cannot basepair with the DNA 

primer,, but can anneal to the ssDNA product, which can be extended subsequently by 

anotherr 54 nt to produce a transfer product of 256 nt. This kinetic analysis was 

initiatedd in a large reaction volume and samples were taken at the indicated times 

(Fig.. 37). At early time points, cDNAs of intermediate length were detected (pause 

positionss 64 and 52), followed by the delayed onset of ssDNA synthesis (marked ss). 

Thee amount of the paused products decreased as ssDNA accumulated. The transfer 

productt (marked T) was not observed until a substantial amount of ssDNA had been 

formed,, and the amount of ssDNA decreased as transfer product increased. These 

combinedd results indicate that the pause products observed on the wild-type template 

arcc eventually chased into full length ssDNA, which is the likely cDNA form 

involvedd in the strand transfer. 

Reversee transcription in vivo is not significantly delayed by stable RNA 

structure.. As shown in Figs. 32 and 35, NC reduces the formation of prematurely 

stoppedd reverse transcription products at extensively structured sites on the template 

RNA.. It is possible that other viral or cellular factors contribute to processive reverse 
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Figuree 37. The paused cDNA produets can be chased into full-length ssDNA. Kinetic analysis of 

reversee transcription on the wild-type RNA template in the presence of a second template that allows 

strandd transfer and further extension of the ssDNA. Reactions were initiated in a large volume from 

whichh samples were taken at different times (7, 12. 20, 40 and 80 min). Pausing products are numbered 

accordingg to the corresponding template position (nucleotides 64 and 52). Ss denotes the ssDNA and T 

denotess the transferred cDNA product. The different cDNA products were separated on a sequencing 

gell  and quantitated with a Phosphorlmager. 

transcriptionn in infected cells. One notable difference between our in vitro assay 

systemm and in vivo reverse transcription is the type of primer. Whereas we used a 

shortt DNA oligonucleotide primer. HIV-1 particles package the tRNAlys? molecule 

thatt is subsequently annealed to the complementary PBS sequence on the viral 

genome.. In fact, there is accumulating evidence that the reverse transcription reaction 
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differss significantly for DNA primers versus tRNA primers 
43:215:232 2 Wee therefore 

comparedd the effect of template RNA structure in reverse transcription reactions 

primedd by the two types of primers. The tRNA-cDNA reaction products (Fig. 38. 

laness 4-6) were NaOH treated such that the cDNA product is 21 nt shorter than the 

DNAA primed cDNA products (lanes 1-3). We observed the same pausing products on 

thee wild-type and mutant HIV-1 templates, including the structure specific stops at 

positionn 93/94 and 110 of the stabilized A template. 

DNAA tRNA 
primerr primer 

wtt  A B wt A B 

+1 1 

52 2 
64 4 

93/94--

110--

+1 1 

«a» » 

52 2 

93/94 4 

110 0 

Figuree 38. DNA-primed 

versuss tRNA-primed 

reversee transcription. Flic 

76-nucleotidee tRNAlys3 

primerr and 21 -nucleotide 

DNAA primer were annealed 

too the PBS of the wild-type. 

AA and B mutant templates 

andd extended by RT. For 

iRNA-primingg we used 

anotherr RT enzyme 

preparationn (USB). The 

tRNA-cDNAA products were 

treatedd with NaOH to 

removeremove the tRNA part, 

yieldingg cDNA products 

thatt are 21 nucleotides 

shorterr than the products of 

thee DNA-primed reaction. 

Pausingg products on the 

wild-typee and mutant A 

templatess are indicated by 

arrows. . 

1 22 3 4 5 6 
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Thiss result does not exclude the possibility that other virion and/or cellular 

factorss can affect the processivity of the RT enzyme during in vivo reverse 

transcription.. To directly test this, we performed infection studies with wild-type and 

mutantt viruses. Infectious proviral plasmids were constructed in which the A or B 

mutationn was introduced in the 5' R region. A potential problem with such constructs 

iss that the 5' R mutations may also affect the efficiency of the first strand transfer 

reactionn due to reducedd sequence complementarity between the ssDNA, which is a 

copyy of 5' R, and the 3' R element. To exclude such effects, we used a proviral 

constructt with a truncated 3' R region that lacks the polyA hairpin region. In this 

context,, all three constructs will have a reduced, but identical basepairing capacity 

duringg strand transfer. Another potential problem is that mutation of the 5" polyA 

hairpinn may affect the efficiency of viral RNA packaging 12* ;17i. Thus, reverse 

transcriptionn efficiencies should be related to the amount of genomic RNA template 

presentt in these virion particles. 

Thee SupTI T cell line was infected with equal amounts of wild-type and 

mutantt viruses. To determine the efficiency of reverse transcription, cDNA products 

formedd at several times postinfection were PCR-amplified and analyzed by Southern 

blotting.. The Southern blot signals were quantitated and adjusted for the amount of 

virionn RNA present in these particles (Fig. 39). Reverse transcription products were 

firstfirst detected 2 h after infection and increased in abundance over time. Similar levels 

off  cDNA synthesis were measured for the wild-type and A mutant. This result 

indicatess that elongation of reverse transcription is not significantly affected by the 

stabilizedd stem-loop structure. Likewise, comparison of the wild-type and destabilized 

BB mutant did not reveal any inhibition mediated by the wild-type hairpin structure. 
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Fi»uree 39. Reverse transcription is not significantly inhibited by stable RNA structure in virus-

infectedd cells. The SupTl T cell line was infected with the same amount of wild-type and mutant 

viruses.. Cells were harvested at several times postinfection, and reverse transcription products were 

quantitatedd by PCR and Southern analysis. Because these virions were reported to have a reduced 

amountt of genomic RNA '7I, the relative transcription efficiency was corrected for the amount of viral 

RNA.. The reverse transcription efficiency determined for wild-type at 20 hours after infection was 

arbitrarilyy set at 100%. 

DISCUSSION N 

Wee investigated the effect of stable RNA secondary structure in the R region of the 

HIV-11 genome on elongation of reverse transcription. The initial experiments were 

performedd in vitro with RNA templates containing the wild-type polyA hairpin or 

mutantss with either a stabilized (A) or destabilized (B) stem region (Fig. 31). We 

foundd that reverse transcription by the RT enzyme is greatly hindered by RNA 

structure.. The extent of RT pausing was directly related to the thermodynamic 

stabilityy of the structure. Furthermore, pausing was increased at high Mg~ 

concentrations.. Such metal ions play important roles in stabilizing a variety of RNA 

mm * 
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structurall  motifs, and were for instance reported to bind specifically to the 

trinucleotidee bulge of the TAR hairpin 2" . These results indicate that stable RNA 

structuree does interfere with the elongation of the H1V-1 RT enzyme. A similar r 

observationn was presented recently in assays with the RT enzyme of the murine 

leukemiaa virus (MLV) and MLV templates with RNA structures of varying stability 

.. In both studies, addition of the viral NC protein was found to largely overcome 

thiss reverse transcription defect by decreasing the amount of pausing products relative 

too the fully extended ssDNA. NC has been reported to induce conformational changes 

inn nucleic acids through altering energy barriers of duplex melting and annealing " ' 

""  . The observed resolution of pause sites by NC is consistent with the idea that NC 

causess RNA structures to unfold more readily, and thus supports the proposed 

propertyy of NC to lower the thermodynamic stability of RNA secondary structures. 

Wee cannot currently exclude other mechanistic explanations. For instance, there may 

bee a direct NC-RT interaction 234;235
j and this may affect the processivity of the RT 

polymerase.. The stimulatory effect of NC on reverse transcription on structured 

templatess was not observed in another study with an HIV-1 template and RT enzyme 
-}-} I o 

.. However, a short RNA template with a relatively small hairpin structure was used 

inn this study, which may be easier to unwind in the absence of NC protein. This 

findingg may relate to observations on the requirement for NC protein during the 

strandd transfer step of reverse transcription. Whereas there is an absolute NC-

requirementt on long RNA templates m, no such effect was reported on short 

templatess . It has been suggested that the longer templates have potentially more 

secondaryy structure and tertiary structure that needs to be unwound to facilitate 

subsequentt strand transfer U)6. 

Stablee RNA structure was found to halt the RT enzyme, but not all sites of RT 

pausingg are located precisely at the base of the stem-loop structure (Fig. 31). Two new 

stopp sites were induced by the excessively stable A hairpin. The stop at position 110 is 

locatedd 6 nt before the RNA duplex is reached. Because the template/primer-bound 

RTT enzyme covers seven template nucleotides upstream and 22 nt downstream of the 

cDNAA extension point237, this stop at position 110 may thus reflect the collision of 

thee most frontal RT domain with the basepaired stem. This situation is illustrated in 

Fig.. 10 (middle panel). This is the first report of such 'early' RT stops caused by 

stablee RNA structures, but the situation resembles that of the 'toeprinting' technique 
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: " \\ in which the RT enzyme is blocked by a prokaryotic ribosome that is bound to the 

AUGG start codon (illustrated in Fig. 40, bottom panel). Another study 2l!s reported that 

pausingg occurred directly at the base of the stem region, with a direct correlation of 

thee degree of RT pausing and the free energy of melting the individual basepairs 

(Fig.40.. upper panel). 

RTT stop at the 
basee of a short 
hairpin n 

cDNA A 

3'' RNA template 

RTT stop at a 
distancee from 
ann extended ^-^ 
hairpinn ( ) 

cDNA A 

cDNA A 

Figuree 40. Kxtended RNA hairpins block the elongating RT enzyme at a distance. The panels 

showw the elongating RT enzyme that encounters either a short hairpin in the template RNA (upper 

panel),, an extended hairpin (middle panel) or an RNA-bound ribosome (bottom panel). The situation 
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depictedd in the upper panel indicates that the small hairpin can penetrate the RT enzyme up to the 

catalyticc site, causing termination of cDNA synthesis at the base of the stem region ;i)i . The middle 

panell  illustrates an 'early1 RT stop at a 6 nt distance from the basepaired stem. This situation may be 

specificc for extended hairpin structures (this study). RT was also reported to stop at a distance when it 

encounterss a 30S ribosomal subunit that is bound to the AUG start codon (bottom panel). In this 

Moeprinting'' technique. RT terminates cDNA synthesis 15 nt upstream of the first nucleotide of the 

AUGG start codon m. 

Wee also detected such stops at basepairs of the RNA hairpins, e.g. the signals at 

positionn 93/94 halfway the stem of the mutant polyA hairpin. Termination at this 

positionn means that the most forward RT domain proceeded up to template position 

86,, which is located in the loop of the polyA hairpin. Multiple stops near the TAR 

hairpinn are also not positioned precisely at the base of the stem region. Thus, some 

hairpinss cause RT to stop a distance from the basepaired stem, whereas others 

apparentlyy are able to enter the RT enzyme as an intact stem region up to the site of 

polymerization.. The ability of RNA hairpins to penetrate into the RT enzyme may 

simplyy depend on the dimensions of the structure (Fig.40). For instance, we used a 

relativelyy lengthy polyA hairpin with 17 basepairs, which is extended to 40 basepairs 

iff  the adjacent TAR hairpin is coaxially stacked. Such a large structured motif may 

causee the RT enzyme to stop early. The rules of RT pausing are not likely to be 

simplee and it is obvious that more details on the interaction between template RNA 

structuree and the approaching RT enzyme are required to further elaborate on this 

issue.. For instance, structural rearrangements of the template RNA may take place 

duringg reverse transcription 2I8, although there is no evidence for such an effect for 

thee HIV-1 RNA used in this study. Furthermore, it is known that particular nucleotide 

sequencess of the template influence RT pausing 239"24\ 

Sincee this study was submitted for publication, similar results were reported 

byy the Lever laboratory . It was reported that reverse transcription pauses are 

significantlyy associated with the presence of secondary structure 6-10 bases ahead of 

thee RT polymerase, which is fully consistent with the structure-specific RT stop that 

wee observed 6 nt ahead of the stabilized polyA hairpin in mutant A. Remarkably, that 
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studyy also reported that RT pausing can occur following the copying of a template 

regionn of stable secondary structure 242. Since this part of the template RNA is 

expectedd to be melted by RT during reverse transcription, it was suggested that this 

effectt is duee to the formation of secondary structure in the nascent cDNA  4 . The stop 

thatt we observed within the TAR hairpin at position 52 is positioned exactly 6 nt 

upstreamm of the polyA structure, and may thus be explained by such a mechanism. 

Interestingly,, we recently presented evidence for the formation of particular 

secondaryy structure by this ssDNA in an unrelated set of experiments 227. It is 

temptingg to speculate that structure of the ssDNA of the HIV-1 5' R region can 

influencee the elongation properties of the RT enzyme. In particular, such interactions 

mayy play a role in the strand transfer reaction reaction in which the ssDNA is 

transferredd from the 5' R to 3' R of the HIV-1 RNA genome 241"245. 

HIV-11 infection experiments with the stabilized A mutant revealed no 

significantt reverse transcription defect in vivo, indicating that reverse transcription 

withinn the virus particle is not particularly sensitive to pausing at structured regions of 

thee template RNA. We demonstrate that this difference is not due to the usage of a 

tRNA-primerr in vivo, because similar pause sites were observed in tRNA-primed 

reactions.. Our results indicate that the difference between the two systems is, at least 

inn part, attributable to the action of the viral NC protein. Other cofactors of cellular or 

virall  origin may also exist (e.g., RNA helicases), and the virion architecture may 

facilitatee processive reverse transcription. Thus, extensive folding of the genomic 

RNAA does not cause a problem during reverse transcription, consistent with the 

presencee of several highly structured RNA signals in the HIV-1 genome (e.g. TAR, 

polyAA and RRE). On the other hand, it remains possible that retroviral RNA motifs 

existt that intentionally interfere with efficient elongation of the reverse transcription 

enzyme.. In particular, we hypothesized that such a role may be played by a relatively 

small,, but highly conserved hairpin structure that is located immediately upstream of 

thee PBS 24h. Interestingly, there is both in vitro and in vivo evidence that tRNA-

primedd reverse transcription is aborted transiently after incorporation of a few dNTPs 

:i5:224:247;24K̂^ yje a re cu r ren ti y testing whether this spontaneous pause of reverse 

transcriptionn is triggered by the hairpin motif. 

Thiss study and several recently published reports i07,217-249 indicate that the 

virall  NC protein plays a critical role at the level of elongation of reverse transcription 
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byy allowing the RT enzyme to efficiently pass through regions of stable secondary 

structuree in the genomic RNA. The NC protein is believed to stimulate a variety of 

otherr replication steps that all involve interactions with nucleic acid 22\ First, the NC 

proteinn has been reported to bind specifically to the packaging signal region of HIV-1 

genomicc RNA, and this interaction may facilitate selective packaging of the retroviral 

genomee -50"252, Second, NC has been proposed to facilitate dimerization of the viral 

RNAA  ::>3. Third, NC can stimulate the placement of the tRNA primer onto the PBS 
0 66 and subsequent initiation of reverse transcription 257"259. Fourth, NC plays a 

criticall  role in the strand transfer process reaction(s) during reverse transcription 

*""  "' . Given this pleiotropy of functions, it is not surprising that mutations in the 

NCC protein severely affect HIV-1 replication 26-V265. 

Severall  previous studies have proposed that pausing of RT can trigger strand 

transferr of the partially extended cDNA  l47:266-267
- if this would occur in the natural 

HIV-11 infection, part of the 3' R would be copied by the RT enzyme. However, there 

iss evidence that the complete 5' R is inherited both in vitro and in vivo !06;,44;268, in 

thiss study, a kinetic analysis indicated that the pausing products in the 5' R region can 

bee resolved and extended into the full-length ssDNA. Furthermore, no transfer 

productt was observed until this ssDNA was abundant. These combined results support 

aa model in which the cDNA is elongatedd up to the extreme 5' end of the 5' R region 

beforee the growing point of ssDNA synthesis is transferred to the 3' R region of the 

genome.. Thus, the paused cDNA products induced during reverse transcription of the 

twoo stable hairpins in the HIV-1 5' R region are not expected to be involved in 

prematuree strand transfer. This does not exclude the possibility that these R-region 

hairpins,, either as part of the donor or the acceptor RNA strand, play a role in the 

processs of strand transfer. 
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